Tarsal Tunnel Syndrome, a new way of diagnosing an old problem

Foot and lower limb sensory alteration has confounded clinicians for centuries. In the case of lower limb sensory alteration, spine MRI imaging is frequently ordered and a diagnosis of the symptoms are based only on these images, when the current state of the art has confirmed that spine MRI will result in false positive findings in over 50% of cases. Electrodiagnostic evaluation of the lower limb should be the initial diagnostic test performed in assessing these cases due to the low incidence of false positive and the ability to detect radiculopathies, peripheral neuropathies and focal neuropathies. Tarsal Tunnel Syndrome (TTS) is the most common lower limb neuropathy. Currently the pickup rate is poor and reported at only 0.55% of symptomatic individuals. This is in comparison to the upper limb Carpal Tunnel Syndrome, which can affect over 5% of the population. The failure of detection of TTS is due to a failure to perform a thorough standardized evaluation of this neuropathy. The author presents the findings of a 12 parameter electrodiagnostic evaluation of TTS, using both NCS and needle EMG, which take into account the significant variation of the Tibial nerve anatomy at the level of the Tarsal Tunnel. This new protocol has resulted in an increase in the diagnostic yield to just over 3%. The accurate localization of the entrapment also assists in targeted injection therapy using both EMG and Ultrasound guidance.
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